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INTRODUCTION 

What do deans of the colleges of pharmacy think about teaching? 
Do they develop programs and direct their administrative effom to 
enhance teaching in their institutions? How important are various 
components of good teaching from the deans' perspective? Is there 
a general consensus among phannacy deans concerning the assess- 
ment of the effoxt and time commitment for teaching a typical 
didactic course? Do deans publish their views on teaching in wl-  
leges of pharmacy? These questions guided the conduct of this 
study. The author sought the answers to these questions by *view- 
ing some of the liter- and through a mail s w e y  which also 
requested citations of the contribution to the Literature by each of 
the respondents. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Since the literature search and requested citations were restricted 
to teaching as the subject (curricular matters were not to be in- 
cluded), very few refemces were discovered. Most of the citations 
and reprints provided by the responding deans were included even 
if the subject was only tangentially related to teaching. 

One of the greatest issues in academe is the controversy of teach- 
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ing versus research. Many argue that good research enhances teach- 
ing and vice versa This topic was the focus of the annual meeting 
of the AACP in 1988. Banker, from the perspedive of the large . . 

"research intensive institution," argued persuasively for the com- 
patibility of the two functions (1). Miller. from the perspective of 
the small "teaching intensive institution," agreed with Banker's 
position although Miller would use small, liberal arts colleges such 
as Amherst, Carleton, and Oberlin as models rather than the large 
"research intensive" institutions (2). Two faculty members speak- 
ing on the topic basically agreed with the two deans. This does not 
mean a consensus was reached. but it is indicative of this. 

Baldwin et al. published five articles on the subject of overcom- 
ing communication apprehension. Any activity, pure teaching or 
otherwise, that reduces communication apprehension certainly 
qualifies as teaching, and is an area of teaching that is certainly 
needed (3-7). Although Baldwin was not a dean when most of these 
articles were published, his interest in teaching is evidenced by two 
later articles related to teaching to a degree (8.9). In a similar vein, 
Cohen presented a paper on the assessment of students' perfor- 
mance as a part of the teaching function and an indirect i r n p b g  of 
knowledge (10). 

A fairly recent development in pharmacy teaching is known by 
the rubric, "guided design in teaching problem solving to pharmacy 
students." Rosenbluth has published in this field (11). In a slightly 
more philosophic vein, Rutledge stressed the necessity of develop- 
ing relationships with students, mentoring, and influencing them to 
a lifelong pursuit of knowledge (12). Stohs discussed the transition 
to a more clinically oriented phannacy education and clinical prac- 
tice (13). This demonstxated the interfacing of teaching and prac- 
tice, which benefits both. 

One of the best articles on teaching as a scholarly activity and the 
related issues that this engenders was a recent article by Miller (14). 
He explored many issues with only suggestive solutions. At least he 
is one dean who knows what most of the problems are; this is not to 
imply that others do not. There just has not been much published 
evidence concerning pharmacy deans' awareness of the issues and 
the impoltance of teaching. The same probably could be said of 
faculties. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The mail survey methodology was seleaed to gather the views 
on teaching of deans of colleges of pharmacy. After reviewing some 
of the literature on teaching in the colleges of pharmacy, the ques- 
tionnaire in Appendix A was developed. The questionnaire was 
mailed to each dean in the 74 colleges of pharmacy, and was accom- 
panied by a cover letter and a postage-paid, self-addressed enve- 
lope. The responses were reviewed, classified, and tabulated. The 
data were analyzed and compared utilizing a dual criteria for a 
"practical" test of differences based on the mean and mode of the 
responses. Nonpararnetric tests were used with limited success. 

LIMITATIONS 

This study is limited by non-response bias which has not been 
assessed. No follow-up mailing was utilized after ascertaining that 
the late anivals had negligible effect on the m e a s w  of central 
tendency. 

RESULTS 

Of the 74 questiomaims mailed, 50 (68%) were returned. Over- 
all, 31 respondents, (62%) indicated the institution had a formal 
distribution of efforthime (DOE) policy. Among the 31 institutions 
with a formal DOE policy, all included teaching and research. Other 
categories with percentages were as follows: Institutional service, 
94%; professional service, 74%; patient servicelcare, 68%; adrnin- 
istration, 84%; community service, 10%; and persondprofessional 
development, 3%. 

Among the 50 respondents. 64% indicated they had a formal 
faculty development program, which included sabbatical leave. 
Also, 27 institutions (54%) included teaching improvement among 
the objectives of the sabbatical leave. 

'Ihe institutions wese classified into three groups based on their 
academic programs: undergr&e insfiMwns (B.S. and/or Pham~D. 
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degrees only); moderately research-intensive institutions, those 
wilh research and grad& study programs (emphasis on M.S. with 
fewer than four Ph.D. candidates annually); and researrch-intensive 
institutions, those with active research and graduate study programs 
(more than three Ph.D. candidates annually (Table 1). 

It appears that fewer Type I institutions have a formal distribu- 
tion of Effort (DOE) policy; however, this is not statistically signifi- 
cant. Also, it appears that proportionally more undeqgaduate insti- 
tutions have a formal faculty development program, but this is not 
statistically significant. Therefore, the distributions across institu- 
tional types are fairly comparable. 

Assessing Teaching Lo4d 

The deans were requested to assign a percentage of effort for 
teaching a three-semester credit didactic course for two semesters. 
The results were tabulated in Table 2. The range of the responses 
was from 10 to 50% with a mode of 258, a median of 22.4%, and a 
mean of 26.6%. 

The five-fold range for Type III institutions is indicative of the 
variation in the evaluation of the amount of effort estimated for 
teaching a standard lecture course. However, the median, mode, and 
mean are clusteted within a narrow range of less than five percent- 
age points for the respective institutional types, which is indicative 
of a central consensus approximately at 25% for Type I and I1 
institutions and 30% for Type Ill institutions. Thus, a professor or 
instructor would have to teach four such courses each semester to 
be 100% employed in most institutions. This scheme is not realistic 
because some time must be set aside for personal development. 
committee work, and other services. The standard fuU teaching load 
for community college professors is 15 semester credits per semes- 
ter, but the average is 12.75 credits since a percentage of DOE is 
assigned for committee work, service, and administration (15). 
Thus. a three-semester credit course is equivalent to 25% DOE for 
the typical instructor in teaching-oriented community colleges. The 
deans' estimate of the teaching load is consistent with the average 
for a system of 14 community colleges. 
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Rating Teaching Components 

The deans rated 11 teaching components relative to the teacher's 
activities and skills using a Liken-type (1-6) scale. 'lhe mean and 
mode for each component and each mstitutional type were compiled 
in Table 3. The ordinal scale used in the survey permitted a compari- 
son of items or groups as greater or lesser but not by a definitive 
amount. Thus, the difTerence between items or groups should be one, 
or nearly one, or more to be considered as a hue diffe~ence. Since the 
chi-square tea was invalid because of small expectancy values for all 
items, the responses to items 7-17 and 18-25 were aggregated into 
two scales, respectively. Comparison of groups indicated a statisti- 
cally significant difference among groups; however, the pattern of 
these differences did not have a logical explanation. Therefore, a set 
of two criteria was selected to indicate a practical, discernible differ- 
ence of 1 for the mode and 0.6 for the mean. 

In comparing item scores within Type I institutions, use of visual 
aids was rated less important than four other items. For Type II 
institutions (reading from the top down), the second through fifth 
items were rated more important than the rest of the items except 
the tenth. For Type III institutions (reading from the top down), the 
top four items were rated more important than the bottom six items. 
With a few exceptions, the first five items tended to be rated more 
important than the last five items. Traditional teaching skills were 
rated more important than less traditional or innovative teaching 
components. 

When comparing Type I and II institutions, a difference was 
found for teacher's enunciation and assignment of w o k  When 
comparing Types I and JII, a practical difference was found for 
assignment of work, teacher's perspective of practice, and using 
practice-related problems and projects with Type I deans rating the 
items higher. This may reflect a greater practice orientation for Type 
I. When comparing Types Il and III, Type III rated teacher's schol- 
arship higher than Type 11, but Type II rated practice-related prob- 
lems and projects more important than did Type III. Again, this may 
reflect a difference in practice orientation. 

Reviewing the d a i  in Table 4 for students* preparedness and 
contrihtion to the teaching-learning process, little variation was 
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TABLE 1. Administrative Programs by Type of Institution 

I I I I I I 

a Type I institutions have only undergraduate pmgrams B.S. andror Phann.D. 

Type II instituCons have undergraduate and graduate study programs with emphasis on 
MS. degree and a madmst number (1-3) of Ph.D. canddabas annually. 

C Type Ill institutions have undergradate and active gradate study programs w K  several 
(4+) Ph.D. candidabs annually. 

TABLE 2. Assessment of Teaching Load by Type of lnstitution (%) 

a Type I institutions have only undergraduate pmgrams B.S. andror Pharm.D. 

I 

Type II institutions have undergraduate and graduate study pograrns with emphasis on 
MS.  degree and a modest number (1-3) of Ph.D. candidates annually. 

Type Ill insljtulions have undergraduate and active gra&ate study programs with several 
(4+) Ph.D. candidates annually. 

STATISTIC 

Range 

Medan 

Mode 

Mean 

IsN=14 

20-33 

22 

25 

25 

llb N = 16 

15-30 

22 

25 

24 

l l l C  N = 20 

10-50 

30 

None 

33 
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TABLE 3. Evaluationa of Teaching Components by Type of Institution 

TEACHING COMmNENT MEAN I ,MOM MEAN I MODE MEAN I WOE 

T e -  4.8 1 4 4.3 1 4.5 5 2  1 6 I I 
Prqwabn Each Serdon 

OrOanbefknofCcxl~se 

O ~ p b t b l l  Each seoPbn 

Evalua8on was based on Lhe rating of Um importance of UIE componenls on a Lilcect-type 
scale with 1 - lime impoRame and 6 - g m t  irnpormxe. 

Velbsl &as 

Teacherb Enundnbn 

ABdpmnl ol work 

Type I instiwtim have only undetpraduabs pmgrams B.S. an&a PhannD. 

5.4 

5.2 

5.3 

Type II instilulions have undergrabaas and graLate sbdy prugrarns wiIh emphabi on 
MS. degree and a modest number (1-3) of Ph.D. canddatm annually. 

5.2 

5.0 

4.9 

Type Ill insmulions have undeqpadma andacfive graduets stu&y programswilh wveral 
(4+) Ph.D. candidam annually. 

6 

5 

5 

found among groups. Also, none met the two-criteria test. Deans in 
Types I and I1 tended to rate the students' awareness of baniers to 
achieving the professional role as of lesser impoxtance than other 
items. 

The deans were asked to rate the likelihood that the pharmaceuti- 
cal educational enterprise will prepare students in the future to 
overcome the barriers and pursue the professional role (pharmaceu- 
tical care). The responses were tabulated in Table 5. Deans in Types 
I and Ill were more positive than those in Type 11. Overall, the 
deans were cautiously optimistic with a median score of 4.3, a mean 
of 4.6, and a mode of 5. 

5 

6 

5 

5.1 

5.1 

5.1 

5 2  

4.3 

4.3 

. I  

6 

6 

5 

4 

4 

5 2  

5.4 

5.3 

5 

5.6 

5 

5.0 

4.6 

4.3 

6 

4 

3 
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TABLE 4. Evaluationa of Students' Contribution to the Teaching-Learning 
Process by Type of Institution 

R-nsbYky 5.1 5 4.7 

Protessbnal Rob 5.0 5 4.3 
Pemeiom 

Awareness of Rob 4.2 5 3.8 
Baniers 

a Evaluah was based on dm rating of dm imporlawe of dm componenls on a Lhrt-lype 
d e  wiIh 1 = lime impaianw cnd 6 =great impomnee. 

Type I instihrtions have only undergraduats pmgmm B.S. &or P h . D .  
Type II inslituiio~ have undergrabate and g r a m  study pmgmms wilh em- on 

M.S. degree and a modest number (1-3) of Ph.D. canddakm mnually. 
*Type Ill insritulions have undergraduate andadivegraduab study programs rrilh seversl 
( 4 4  Ph.D. candidah amua8y. 

TABLE 5. Overcoming Barriers to Achieving Professional Role 
I 1 

I'N-14 IPN-16 IIF N - 20 

MEAN 1 MODE MEAN 1 MODE MEAN I MOO€ 

a Type I in&hrlions have only ~Lrgraduats programs B.S. anrl'or Phm.D. 
Type II hsljblljm have undergraduata md gradumtesh&y p m g m  wilh mphssis on 

M.S. degree and a modest number (1-3) of Ph.D. cariddales mnualy. 
=Type Ill insbtions have underpdate and aclive g m h t e  sOldy p m g m  widr mveral 
(4+) Ph.D. canddaks amually. 

Rating the liihood of overcoming UIE baniem on a Urert-type scale wilh 1 = tiale 
liieliiood and 6 = gmal l i ihood.  
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SUMMARY COMMENTS 

A majority of pharmacy deans who responded to the question- 
naire (62%) use a fonnal DOE system, which includes teaching. 
research, institutional service, and administration in most instances. 
Patient care and professional service are used to a lesser degree. 

A majority also have a faculty development program which in- 
cludes the development of teaching skills. One wonders, however, 
why all instiMions do not have such programs. Similarly, the annu- 
al AACP teachers' seminars could emphasize teaching skills more. 
l'hese seminars could f e a m  nationally recognized teachers who 
have. demonstrated the value of various teaching methods and/or 
techniques. 

A recurring and valid issue is the evaluation of the quality and 
the recognition of good teaching, which was not addressed in this 
study. 7he relative value and reward of teaching versus research is 
an issue that may never be resolved. This is not an academic issue 
only because it is built into ow society. How many foundations and 
government agencies provide major grants for developing or im- 
proving teaching methodology and techniques? Pharmacy deans 
generally assess accurately the time and effort required to teach a 
given course. Evaluating and rewarding teaching appropriately is a 
major study that needs to be addressed but was not in this study. 

There is not enough difference among the three groups of deans 
in rating the importance of various teaching components that would 
indicate a very different orientation or philhsoph;; toward teaching. 
There is one difference. however: the mater  practice orientation of 
deans of undergraduate institutions compared to deans of research- 
and graduate study-intensive institutions. There are fewer differ- 
ences among the groups in rating the importance of student engage- 
ment in the teaching-learning process. 

The perceived ability of students and the academic enterprise to 
overcome the barriers and fully achieve the professional role in the 
future was rated at 4.1 and 4.6. respectively. This is not as optimis- 
tic as the rhetoric often heard at national pharmacy meetings. Could 
it be that some deans are not listening, or could it be that the 
harbingers of change are not realistic? 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

STUDY OF THE STATUS OF TEACHING IN U.S.A. PHARMACY 
COLLEGESISCHOOLS 

Please respond to the following items by either checking the 
appropriate blanks or circling the appropriate number on the scale. 
On the Likert-type scale, 1 represents very little and 6 representsvery 
much. 

Do you use a formal percentage distrbtion of time (effort) for 
various academic functions (teaching, research, sewice, personal/ 
professional development) for the purpose of faculty evaluation? 

- YES - NO 
If yes, which of the following categories of functions are included? 
Chedc all that you use. 

T e a c h i n g  - Research - ColIegelUniversity Service 
Senrice ID h e  Profession - Patient Care - 
- Administration - Other, explain 
If a faculty member teaches one 3-semester-hour didactic 
course each of two semesters, what percentage of timelefforl 
would you assign to that faculty member? 

- 5% 1 0 %  1 5 %  2 0 %  -25% 
If another percent, how much? - % 

Do you have a formal faculty development program? 

- YES - NO 
If the answer to item 4 is YES, does the program include 
sabbatical leave for study and renewal? 

- YES - NO 
If the answer to item 5 is YES, does the program include leave 
for improving teaching skills? 

YES - NO 
Rate the importance or significance of the following aspects or 
components of gaod teaching. 
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7. The teacher's scholarship. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
8. The teacher's preparation for each session. 1  2 3  4  5  6  
9. The teacher's organization of the course. 1 2 3 4 5 6  

10. The teacher's organizationof each session. 1  2  3  4  5  6  
11. The teachefs verbal pmefmth d lechrre,atc. 1  2  3  4 5 6  
12. The teacher's enunciation. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
13. The teacher's exprcit assignment of wok and 

responsiMlity to students. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
14. The teacher's practice perspeclive and 

appreciation of practice irnpication for the 
course. 1 2 3 4 5 6  

15. The teacher's use of vlsuals or audio-visuals. 1  2  3 4  5  6  
16. The teacher's use of practice-related problems 

and/or exercises. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
17. The teacher's use of practice-related projects 

andlor research. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
18. The student's scholarship and ability to leam. 1 2  3  4  5 6  
19. The student's desire and propensityto leam. 1  2  3  4  5  6  
20. The student's attentiveness and concentration. 1 2  3  4  5  6  
21. The student's organizational ability. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
22. The student's willingness to assume 

responsibility. 1 2 3 4 5 6  
23. The student's perception of the pharmacist's 

professional role, i.e., providing pharmaceutical 
care (PC). 1 2 3 4 5 6  

24. The student's awareness and appreciation of 
the curreni barriers to assuming the 
pharmacists professional role and providing 
PC. ' 1 2 3 4 5 6  

25. The likelihood (probability) that the 
pharmaceutical educational enterprise (colleges/ 
.schools) will, in the Mure, prepare students who 
can and will overcome item 24 and pursue 
item 23. 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Please list the references on the back of this page. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS SURVNII!! 


